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Abstract: Real-time reconstruction of ocean surface currents is a challenge due to the complex, non-
linear dynamics of the ocean, the small number of in situ measurements, and the spatio-temporal
heterogeneity of satellite altimetry observations. To address this challenge, we introduce HIRES-
CURRENTS-Net, an operational real-time convolutional neural network (CNN) model for daily ocean
current reconstruction. This study focuses on the Mediterranean Sea, a region where operational
models have great difficulty predicting surface currents. Notably, our model showcases higher
accuracy compared to commonly used alternative methods. HIRES-CURRENTS-Net integrates
high-resolution measurements from the infrared or visible spectrum—high resolution Sea Surface
Temperature (SST) or chlorophyll (CHL) images—in addition to the low-resolution Sea Surface Height
(SSH) maps derived from satellite altimeters. In the first stage, we apply a transfer learning method
which uses a high-resolution numerical model to pre-train our CNN model on simulated SSH and
SST data with synthetic clouds. The observation of System Simulation Experiments (OSSEs) offers
us a sufficient training dataset with reference surface currents at very high resolution, and a model
trained on this data can then be applied to real data. In the second stage, to enhance the real-time
operational performance of our model over previous methods, we fine-tune the CNN model on real
satellite data using a novel pseudo-labeling strategy. We validate HIRES-CURRENTS-Net on real
data from drifters and demonstrate that our data-driven approach proves effective for real-time sea
surface current reconstruction with potential operational applications such as ship routing.

Keywords: super resolution; surface currents; oceanography; deep learning; remote sensing

1. Introduction

The increase in the spatial resolution in both numerical models and remote sensing
observations (infrared or visible image) allows for the observation of the complex, non-
linear dynamics of oceanic currents. The signatures of both large-scale mesoscale eddies or
meanders and submesoscale structures such as small intense eddies or filaments are identi-
fiable, by an experienced oceanographer, in high-resolution satellite imagery of Sea Surface
Temperatures (SSTs) and the visible spectrum (e.g., chlorophyll reflectance). However, these
satellite observations do not provide a direct reconstruction of the ocean surface velocity
field and remain incomplete due to cloud coverage and noise. Direct in situ measurements
of the ocean currents (moorings, drifters or oceanographic campaigns) are sparse and
cannot be used to build real-time current maps. Today, the standard method that has led to
major advances in the global and continuous monitoring of ocean surface currents [1,2]
is based on the geostrophic balance assumption and involves interpolating sparse and
inhomogenous measurements of Sea Surface Height (SSH). However, this method suffers
from a strong spatio-temporel filtering and cannot detect fine-scale structures or small
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submesocale eddies [3,4]. This poses significant challenges for the real-time reconstruction
of surface currents both in coastal areas and in the open ocean. Detecting ocean currents
is vital to our understanding of global heat exchanges, the transport of pollutants and
of biogeochemical components between the coast and the open sea. Moreover, precise
and reliable knowledge of daily surface currents at high resolution allows for short-term
optimal ship routing [5] ,a low-cost/low-risk solution that can be immediately deployed to
advance shipping decarbonization.

SSH, SST, chlorophyll, and other variables are connected by physical relationships
determined by ocean circulation. This relationship can be exploited by combining different
types of observational satellite data in a multi-modal framework. For example, SST and
chlorophyll can be obtained at a high resolution (around 1 km), while interpolated SSH data
from satellite altimetry are available at a coarser resolution (around 8 km in the Mediter-
ranean Sea and around 26 km for global products). On days with minimal cloud cover, SST
and visible spectra often reveal the signatures of small-scale eddies, whereas such details
might be absent in low-resolution SSH interpolations. Conversely, SSH measurements
can provide valuable data even in cloudy conditions, thereby supplementing SST and
chlorophyll observations.

Real-time operational daily now-casts of ocean surface currents are broadly cate-
gorized into three groups: numerical modeling, satellite altimetry geostrophic currents,
and new data-driven approaches. In particular, advances in AI computer vision have lead
to exponential growth in data-driven methods in oceanography [6–8].

Numerical ocean modeling have played an essential role in representing and forecast-
ing ocean currents [9]. These operational ocean models consist of a numerical solution to a
set of partial differential equations describing the ocean dynamics, its physical properties,
and the main external forces. The increase in computational power now allows for global
ocean circulation models to routinely resolve oceanic currents with an horizontal resolution
of around 10 km. For instance, the Mercator–Ocean model [10] assimilates data from
satellite and in situ observations in real time to produce operational now-casts and forecasts
of global ocean currents among other variables at 1/12◦ [11]. However, the reliability and
accuracy of these operational models is limited by the quantity and heterogeneity of the
data available for numerical assimilation, and by the assimilation scheme itself. Moreover,
the spatial resolution of these operational models does not model sub-mesoscale velocity
gradients. Numerical models with very high spatial resolution (about 1 km or even less)
exist for regional configurations such as the Mediterranean Sea [12], the North Atlantic [13],
or in the Indian Ocean [14], but the lack of ocean observations at this resolution limits the
accuracy of their forecasts in operational scenarios. However, these models are very useful
for studying, or analyzing a posteriori, the sub-mesoscale dynamics of the ocean, especially
in coastal regions. Moreover, the accuracy and quantity of these simulated data are also
great assets for neural methods trained through supervised learning.

Satellite altimetry missions such as TOPEX/POSEIDON and Jason have been a funda-
mental tool for measuring SSH, allowing estimation of geostrophic ocean currents [15–17].
As along-track altimetry measurements are sparse, methods such as the Kalman filter
provide an optimal way to interpolate between observed data points [18,19]. The state-of-
the-art interpolated SSH product AVISO/DUACS [20] optimally interpolates data from
multiple altimetry satellites and additionally applies geophysical corrections. Geostrophic
currents can then be estimated from this interpolated SSH product. Recent missions such
as SWOT will improve the quality of altimetry data in the very near future [21,22] by pro-
viding wide-swath observations. Nevertheless, the daily geographic coverage of SWOT
will remain sparse in the near future.

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have emerged as a groundbreaking class
of deep learning models that have revolutionized the field of computer vision and image
analysis. Inspired by the human visual system, CNNs are specifically designed to process
and interpret visual data efficiently. These models apply convolutional operations which
involve sliding a set of learnable filters over the input image to extract relevant features.
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These filters detect various patterns such as edges, textures, and shapes, hierarchically com-
bining them to recognize more complex structures. Through multiple layers of convolutions
interspersed with activation functions like ReLU and pooling layers, CNNs progressively
learn abstract representations of the input data [23,24]. This hierarchical feature learning
enables CNNs to achieve state-of-the-art performance in tasks such as image classification,
object detection, and image segmentation [25].

Super Resolution (SR) has been a rapidly advancing field of application of CNNs [26],
where a Low-Resolution (LR) image is upsampled into a High-Resolution (HR) version.
The problem of reconstructing ocean currents from sparse SSH information and other ob-
servations is similar to other problems of super-resolution in the computer vision literature.
The authors of [26] train a convolutional neural network to output a high-resolution image
from a low-resolution image. In particular, skip connections are demonstrated to be useful
in increasing the computational efficiency and learning local and global information for
super-resolution tasks in [27].

The U-Net model introduced in [28], initially designed for biomedical image seg-
mentation, finds wide application across many different tasks due to its convolutional
architecture, skip connections, and generative capabilities. Notably, the U-Net architecture
has proven useful in many tasks in oceanography, including eddy detection [29–31], iden-
tification of algae blooms [32,33], and detecting or classifying sea ice [34,35]. The U-Net
model is also a backbone of many recent diffusion models, such as in [36], where it is used
for image super-resolution.

Recent state-of-the-art methods for ocean currents reconstruction use neural networks
to learn non-linear representations from satellite observations. These methods are gener-
ally trained on simulated data, and are then evaluated either on simulated data from an
excluded test set or on real data such as drifters. System Simulation Experiments (OSSEs)
such as [37–39] are based on geophysical models and have proven essential in training
data-driven methods. An OSSE is a modeling experiment used to evaluate the value of a
new observing system when actual observational data are not available. The OSSE setup
comprises a nature run, a data assimilation system, and software tasked with simulating
‘observations’ derived from the nature run while incorporating realistic observation er-
rors. Numerous studies train models to reconstruct SSH using simulated data from the
Gulf Stream [37], such as 4DVarNet (Fablet et al. [8]) and the CNN-based method RESAC
(Thiria et al. [40]). Nardelli et al. [7] use simulated data from the Mediterranean Sea [38] to
reconstruct SSH and surface currents. In more recent developments, Archambault et al. [41]
and Martin et al. [42,43] present training strategies for learning the SSH field without simu-
lated data by computing loss only along the tracks of SSH observations. Self-supervised
or unsupervised methods can help close the domain gap between simulations (often in
precise geographical contexts) and real data at a global scale.

Estimation of currents from SST signatures has existed in the literature since the
1980s, including [44–47]. In the aforementioned studies [7,8,40,41], incorporating high-
resolution SST images notably enhances SSH reconstruction. However, the SST data are
affected by clouds and so the models may not achieve strong performance when the SST
product is inaccurate due to high levels of clouds. Chlorophyll concentrations are also
a proxy indicator of ocean currents [48–50]. Culoto et al. [51] use chlorophyll, SST, and
SSH observation data in combination with a clustering strategy to reconstruct 3D salinity
profiles. In [38], the authors provide simulated observations of chlorophyll, but to the best
of our knowledge, there are no data-driven methods trained to predict ocean currents from
signatures in chlorophyll distribution.

In this study, we develop a real-time operational pipeline for high-resolution ocean
surface current reconstruction which outperforms standard methods (Figure 1). We train
an encoder–decoder convolutional neural network with multi-modal inputs to predict the
velocity field. Our model is trained using an Observing System Simulation Experiment
(OSSE). In contrast to previous methods, our method can be applied to a cloudy SST
images (L3 SST) rather than interpolated cloud-free SST products (L4 SST). Notably, our
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model showcases consistent performance when presented with either L3 (cloudy) or L4
(interpolated) SST data, a significant improvement over previous approaches. Additionally,
our novel pseudo-labeling strategy allows us to fine-tune our model on real data, closing
the domain gap and increasing robustness in operational applications. Moreover, our
pseudo-labeling strategy allows for us to integrate alternative inputs which may not be
available in OSSEs, such as chlorophyll.

Figure 1. Now-cast of surface velocity field estimated by (a) the Mercator numerical model, (b) the
AVISO/DUACS interpolated satellite altimetry product, and (c) our CNN model HIRES-CURRENTS-
Net. In order to qualitatively compare the accuracy of these different data, the surface velocity vectors
(white arrows) are superimposed on the high-resolution SST observation.

To validate our results on real satellite observations, we use sparse in situ measure-
ments obtained from drifters. Our results demonstrate that our approach leads to improved
reconstruction accuracy for both current intensity and direction compared to standard meth-
ods. Furthermore, our model demonstrates promising potential for operational deployment
in practical applications, particularly in optimizing ship routing.

2. Data and Methods

We train and evaluate our model using both simulated and real data from the Mediter-
ranean Sea. In the following sections, we describe the real data used for operational
applications as well as for fine-tuning our model (Section 2.1), the simulated dataset
used for initial training (Section 2.2) and our drifter dataset used for the model evalua-
tion (Section 2.3). Then, we describe our main method, particularly the architecture used
for HIRES (Section 2.4), our training strategy using simulated data with artificial clouds
(Section 2.5), and our pseudo-labeling procedure for fine-tuning on real data (Section 2.6),
which also allows for us to include alternative inputs to our model such as chlorophyll. We
provide details on our evaluation metrics (Section 2.7) and two commonly used baselines
with which we compare our results (Section 2.8). We also provide additional implementa-
tion details (Section 2.9).

2.1. Real Satellite Data

We use real satellite data to measure SSH and the U and V components of surface
currents from altimetry, as well as SST and chlorophyll from the infrared and visible spectra.
These data are available daily in near real time.
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Altimetry: We use the AVISO/DUACS multimission altimeter products [20] that pro-
vide daily gridded SSH maps, distributed by the Copernicus Marine Service (CMEMS) (https://
data.marine.copernicus.eu/product/SEALEVEL_EUR_PHY_L4_MY_008_068/description,
accessed 10 January 2024). These gridded SSH maps are calculated using optimal interpola-
tion of altimetry tracks, and are available in both real time and delayed time. The real-time
gridded SSH product interpolates altimetry tracks from previous days, while the delayed-
time gridded SSH product is of better quality due to the inclusion of future altimetry
observations (6 future days). To further improve the quality of the altimetry when using
this as an input to our model, we apply the cyclogeostrophic correction proposed in [52].
The geostrophic surface currents U and V are computed from the gridded SSH maps and
are thus at the same resolution as the SSH.

SST: Infrared satellite imagery measures the temperature of the Earth (land or sea)
by detecting heat energy in the infrared spectrum. We use L3 and L4 SST images at a
resolution of around 1 km (0.01◦) [53] (https://data.marine.copernicus.eu/product/SS
T_MED_SST_L4_NRT_OBSERVATIONS_010_004/description, accessed 10 January 2024).
The L4 SST images are cloud-free due to interpolation techniques, whilst cloudy pixels in
the L3 SST images are labeled as missing. Gridded high-resolution images of L4 and L3
SST are available in real time.

Chlorophyll: We use remote sensing reflectance (RRS) as a proxy variable for chloro-
phyll concentration. RRS is the ratio of water-leaving radiance to the downwelling irradi-
ance, and it can be used as a measure of chlorophyll due to the absorption and scattering
characteristics of chlorophyll in water. Chlorophyll absorbs light in specific wavelength
regions, particularly in the blue spectrum. We choose a wavelength of 412 nm. RRS at this
wavelength is available as an L3 product (with clouds) in real time at a resolution of around
1 km (0.01◦) (https://data.marine.copernicus.eu/product/OCEANCOLOUR_MED_BGC_
L3_MY_009_143/description, accessed 10 January 2024).

2.2. Simulated Satellite Data

Geophysical simulations of the ocean allow for us to train data-driven methods using
supervised learning because we have access to sufficient quantities of ground truth labels.
To train our model, we use the CROCO Numerical Model of the Ocean (http://www.cr
oco-ocean.org), a realistic numerical simulation of ocean circulation [12]. In particular,
we use simulations from the Mediterranean Sea with assimilated data from 2015 and
2016, which we split into training and validation sets, respectively. This allows for us
to to capture seasonal variations both during evaluation and model training. CROCO
solves fluid dynamics equations on a grid with a horizontal resolution of 2 km, providing
numerous parameters including ageostrophic surface velocities (vector components U and
V) as well as SSH and SST fields.

The reference ground truth of SSH provided by the CROCO model simulations, as seen
in Figure 2a, needs to be downsampled in an inhomogeneous manner in order to reproduce
the exact observation error found in the satellite altimetry data. An Observing System
Simulation Experiment (OSSE) allows the use to imitate low-resolution SSH products using
optimal interpolation methods. Synthetic satellite tracks from a four-satellite configuration
are reproduced through the SWOT simulation method presented in [54], providing realistic
measurement errors and noise. Figure 2b illustrates a representation of synthetic satellite
tracks covering the numerical field generated by the CROCO model. The resulting syntheti-
cally observed field is then processed to compute gridded fields with the same interpolation
schema that is utilized for the production of gridded AVISO/DUACS SSH satellite data [20].
It consists of an inhomogeneous spatiotemporal interpolation between the sampled points
by the synthetic tracks, shown in Figure 2c. The resolution is thus downgraded from a
high-resolution version of a 2 km grid size to a low-resolution version of a 15 km grid size.
The high-resolution SST, the low-resolution SSH, and the corresponding geostrophic U and
V are used as inputs to our model; the high-resolution SSH and ageostrophic U and V are
ground truth outputs used as supervision.

https://data.marine.copernicus.eu/product/SEALEVEL_EUR_PHY_L4_MY_008_068/description
https://data.marine.copernicus.eu/product/SEALEVEL_EUR_PHY_L4_MY_008_068/description
https://data.marine.copernicus.eu/product/SST_MED_SST_L4_NRT_OBSERVATIONS_010_004/description
https://data.marine.copernicus.eu/product/SST_MED_SST_L4_NRT_OBSERVATIONS_010_004/description
https://data.marine.copernicus.eu/product/OCEANCOLOUR_MED_BGC_L3_MY_009_143/description
https://data.marine.copernicus.eu/product/OCEANCOLOUR_MED_BGC_L3_MY_009_143/description
http://www.croco-ocean.org
http://www.croco-ocean.org
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Figure 2. We use an OSSE derived by (a) generating a high-resolution SSH field from a numerical
model, (b) sampling the field via synthetic satellite tracks which simulate observation by altimeters
and adding realistic noise, (c) inhomogeneous spatio-temporal interpolation between the sampled
points to generate the OSSE field. In our experiment, the high-resolution horizontal grid size is 2 km
and the low-resolution horizontal grid size is 15 km.

The infrared observation that provides SST is unable to retrieve data under cloud
coverage that is often present at the observation time, so the SST contains missing data
points. Since the simulated SST data that we use for training are cloud-free, we artificially
add cloud to the training image patches. We sample clouds from real L3 SST observations
to ensure that the distribution of our synthetic clouds used in training follows that of
real observations.

2.3. Drifter Data

To evaluate the models on real data, we use in situ measurements of sea surface cur-
rents from autonomous drifting buoys that are passively transported by the ocean surface
currents. We use two years (2021–2022) of drifter observations from the Mediterranean Sea
as a test set illustrated in Figure 3. To remove noise, we use a 24 h sliding window filter
to smooth drifter motions. With the application of optimal ship routing in consideration,
we filter our drifter test set to only observations of current magnitudes of above 0.25 m/s,
as low magnitude currents have little effect on route optimization. We consider sets of
observations from a particular drifter on a particular day (drifter days), which we compare
to our daily current predictions. This offers us in total 2724 drifter day observations from
different locations on the Mediterranean Sea. These sets of observations come from a total of
102,429 observations from a total of 112 drifters. In the pseudo-labeling stage of our method,
described later in Section 2.6, we restrict this test set to 1588 drifter day observations from
2022, as we use 2021 observations during training.

2.4. Model Architecture

Our model architecture is a U-Net encoder–decoder, specifically designed for multi-
channel image-to-image problems. We refer to [28] for a detailed description of U-Net
architecture. In the encoder, each block comprises two 3 × 3 convolution operations with
a ReLU activation, followed by a max-pooling layer that reduces the spatial dimension
by a factor of 2. The decoder follows a similar structure, but instead of the max-pooling
layer, we employ a nearest neighbor up-sampling operation. Skip connections concatenate
features from the down-sampling to the up-sampling branch, enabling multi-scale spatial
sampling by progressively transforming the input image size. This approach allows for us
to capture ocean dynamics across various spatial scales. In [55], the authors demonstrate
that batch normalization layers shrink the standard deviation of residual features, leading
to performance degradation in super-resolution networks. Consequently, we opt to remove
batch normalization layers.
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Figure 3. Map representing drifter observations during 2 years of collection in 2021–2022.

Our primary model, called HIRES-CURRENTS-Net, takes four 2D inputs (SST, SSH,
U, and V) and produces three 2D outputs (SSH, U, and V). Figure 4 provides an example of
an input/output pair. Our model architecture is illustrated in Figure 5. In the traditional U-
Net implementation, there is a single encoder and decoder, where the encoder and decoder
may process multi-channel images. In our approach, however, the inputs are fed into the
encoder as a multi-channel image, but we employ three separate single-channel decoders to
produce SSH, U, and V outputs. This modification to the U-Net architecture is introduced
in [56], demonstrating enhanced performance in a task of ocean eddy segmentation using
similar data as shown in [30]. The rationale behind this adjustment is rooted in the distinct
nature of the produced outputs (SSH, U, and V); thus, employing a single decoder for
all outputs might lead to a decrease in performance. In Section 3.5, we provide ablation
studies comparing the performance of a single multi-channel decoder to that of multiple
decoders for each channel.

Figure 4. Example of a set of input/output images during training and validation. The model
takes as an input a set of four images: (a) SST (high resolution), (b) SSH (low resolution), and (c)
velocity field (low resolution), and outputs a set of three images: (d) SSH (high resolution), and (e)
velocity field (high resolution). The velocity field represents a vector of the U and V field components.
The high-resolution images (a,d,e) are retrieved from the numerical model reference run, while
the low-resolution images (b,c) are retrieved from the OSSE altimetry reproduction. Inhomoge-
neous downsampling from high resolution to low resolution leads to local circulation often being
misrepresented in the input velocities.

Our loss function is a weighted MSE loss computed for each of the output channels
Y ∈ {SSH, U, V} at each pixel with index (i, j) where i ∈ {1, . . . , N} and j ∈ {1, . . . , M}
for an image of size N × M, which in our case is 128 × 128 pixels. Weights wij are equal
to 0 if the pixel is on land and are proportional to the magnitude of ground truth currents
if the pixel is on water. Y denotes ground truth and Ŷ denotes our prediction of each
output variable.

MSEY =
1

N × M

M

∑
j=1

N

∑
i=1

wij(Yij − Ŷij)
2 (1)
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Figure 5. Schematic representation of the HIRES architecture. Our model follows a U-Net architecture,
presented in detail in [28]. The encoder–decoder architecture learns the mapping of a multi-modal
4-image input (a) via a downsampling branch (b) and three upsampling branches (c) to provide
a 3-image output (d). Skip connections are employed between the downsampling branch and
each upsampling branch. The convolution operation uses a 3 × 3 kernel with a ReLu activation
function and extracts features from input data. Downsampling reduces spatial dimensions to capture
larger context, while upsampling increases them to recover finer details. Skip connections connect
corresponding layers between the encoder and the decoder, aiding in the retrieval of high-resolution
features and mitigating vanishing gradients.

The total loss is computed as

MSEtotal = MSESSH + MSEU + MSEV . (2)

2.5. Training with Artificial Clouds

To enhance model robustness to clouds in real-time operational SST observations, we
add artificial clouds to the simulated data used in training. The cloud bank is constructed
by taking random crops of clouds from past SST images. The distribution of these artificial
clouds thus reflects the real distribution of clouds observed in SST images. To simplify
the analysis of the impact of clouds on the performance of our model, we divide cloud
coverage into four categories: low (0–40%), medium (40–60%), high (60–80%), and very
high (80–100%), illustrated in Figure 6.

2.6. Fine-Tuning on Real Observations

In order to reduce the possible domain gap between the simulated training data and
real satellite data, we propose a novel pseudo-labeling strategy. In order to obtain high-
quality pseudo-labels for real data, we input high-quality altimetric data and high-quality
SST data to the model, which are not available in real-time operational settings. In real-time
operational settings, our model inputs altimetric data available in real time, derived from
interpolating altimetric observations from previous days. However, delayed-time altimetric
interpolations are of higher quality due to additional observations from future dates. We
can thus input delayed-time altimetry to our model to obtain higher-quality pseudo-labels
for fine-tuning our model on real data. Also, we can consider only low-cloud SST images.
In Section 3.3, we demonstrate that by using high-quality altimetric data and low-cloud
SST images, we obtain very accurate predictions of currents. These pseudo-labels can
then be used to fine-tune our model using inputs which are available in real time. We can
also use the pseudo-labels to train the model on alternative high-resolution inputs such a
chlorophyll concentration.
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Figure 6. Examples of applying synthetic clouds on the SST input images during training. In this
study, we divide cloud coverage into four categories based on the percentage of the clouds in SST
crop: (a) low (0–40%), (b) medium (40–60%), (c) high (60–80%), and (d) very high (80–100%).

2.7. Evaluation Metrics

Ocean drifters provide sparse measurements of the direction and magnitude of ocean
currents, allowing comparisons of our model with ground truth observational data. Our
evaluation metrics are designed with real-time operational applications in mind, such as
optimal ship routing.

As described in Section 2.3, our drifter evaluation set contains D = 102,429 observations
from N = 2724 unique drifter days, i.e., a set of nj observations for a particular drifter on a
particular day (drifter day j ∈ {1, . . . , N}, where ∑N

j=1 nj = D). We consider two metrics:
the percentage of correctly predicted angles and the percentage of correctly predicted
magnitude values for our set of drifter day observations. These simple and interpretable
metrics capture the frequency of correct predictions of the direction and magnitude of the
force of the currents applied to a ship or another floating object in the ocean.

Equation (3) describes the angle and magnitude metrics, where f{a, m}

(
dij, d̂ij

)
is

either the absolute circular angle difference ( fa) or the absolute magnitude difference ( fm)
between the drifter observation dij and our prediction d̂ij for a single drifter observation
i for drifter day j. The function 1 is the identity function, outputting 1 when the average
angle or magnitude difference is below a certain threshold T{a, m} and 0 otherwise.

1
N

N

∑
j=1

1

((
1
nj

nj

∑
i=1

f{a, m}

(
dij, d̂ij

))
≤ T{a, m}

)
(3)
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In practice, Ta = 45◦ and Tm = 0.15 m/s. As low-magnitude currents do not have
a strong impact on ships, we consider only drifter observations which measure currents
of over 0.25 m/s during evaluation, and the average magnitude of currents measured by
drifters in our test set is 0.3 m/s. The threshold of 0.15 m/s thus corresponds to an around
50% error in current magnitudes.

2.8. Comparison to Baselines

We compare to two commonly used baselines: Mercator and AVISO/DUACS optimal
interpolation. The Mercator baseline uses the Mercator-Ocean [10] assimilated geophysical
model, available in real time. The AVISO/DUACS baseline is a daily AVISO/DUACS [20]
multimission altimeter product providing real-time gridded geostrophic U and V compo-
nents of ocean surface currents using optimal interpolation.

2.9. Implementation Details

When training on simulated data, we employ a learning rate of 10−4 and conduct
training over 100,000 random crops of the Mediterranean Sea. This number of random
crops was chosen by evaluating our model on a small subset of drifters, which are not
included in our test set. We find that when we train our model on additional random
samples, it tends to overfit to the simulated data and generalizes less well to the real data.

We use an Adam optimizer with a weight decay parameter of 10−3. The image
pixel size is set to 128 × 128, and a batch size of 16 is utilized. Each channel of every
input image undergoes normalization based on the mean and standard deviation of the
respective image. This alleviates systematic biases which may be present between the
simulated data used during training and the real satellite observations which are used
during evaluation. Throughout training, the output high-resolution predictions of SSH,
U, and V are normalized using the per-image means and standard deviations of the input
low-resolution SSH, U, and V, respectively.

The crops are randomly selected from the training area area, and only those containing
at least 50% of the crop size of non-missing values related to the land are retained. Land
values are excluded from the loss function calculation, and we proportionally weight the
loss by the magnitude of the current, as detailed in Section 2.4. Cloud areas are masked
with a constant out-of-distribution value across all patches with artificial clouds.

3. Results

In this section, we present our experimental results when training on simulated data
(Section 3.1), training using artificial clouds (Section 3.2), and training using pseudo-labels
on real data (Section 3.3). We also show qualitative results (Section 3.4) and provide
supplementary justifications of our choice of model architecture with ablation studies
(Section 3.5).

3.1. Training on Simulated Data

We train our model using cloud-free SST, low-resolution SSH, U, and V from the
CROCO OSSE as inputs, the simulated high-resolution ground truth values of SSH,
and ageostrophic U and V (velocity field of currents). During the evaluation on real
data, we use cloud-free interpolated L4 SST as an input. Our HIRES-CURRENTS-Net
model (HIRES-CUR) achieves better performance than the commonly used methods of
real-time operational estimates of ocean currents, according to our evaluation strategy on
real drifter observations, as shown in Table 1. HIRES-CURRENTS-Net correctly predicts
the angles of the currents measured by drifters 72% of the time, while Mercator correctly
predicts 52% of the angles measured by drifters and AVISO/DUACS correctly predicts 68%
of the currents measured by drifters. Our model also obtains 46% of correct magnitude
predictions—a significant boost compared to AVISO/DUACS (39%) and Mercator (33%).
As AVISO/DUACS is a stronger baseline than Mercator, we compare our models with
AVISO/DUACS in future evaluations for simplicity.
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Table 1. Performance comparison of the standard methods (Mercator and AVISO/DUACS) and our
model HIRES-CUR. We evaluate the results on the drifter test set with high (>0.25 m/s) magnitudes
based on two evaluation metrics: correct angles percentage described in Equation (3) and illustrated
in Figure 7 and correct magnitude percentage described in Equation (3). The threshold to define the
correct angle prediction is chosen as angle error θ < 45◦. The threshold to define the correct magnitude
prediction is chosen as absolute magnitude error |∆M| < 0.15 m/s. HIRES-CUR outperforms common
methods of real-time operational predictions of ocean currents, such as AVISO/DUACS and Mercator.
Best results are in bold font.

Model Correct Angles, % Correct Magnitudes, %

Mercator 50.26 32.56

AVISO/DUACS 67.86 38.57

HIRES-CUR 71.73 45.73

Figure 7. The (left panel) provides an example of our evaluation metric for the Mercator numerical
model along the trajectory of a drifter with ID 6102787 in the eastern Mediterranean basin from March
to May 2022 (right panel). The metric computes the angle error between the velocity vector estimated
the model and the smoothed drifter trajectory. We divide the errors between the model prediction
and the ground truth current direction obtained from drifters into 4 categories: excellent (deep green,
error θ < 15◦), correct (light green, 15◦ < θ < 45◦), inaccurate (orange, 45◦ < θ < 90◦), and wrong
(red, θ > 90◦).

Whilst optimal interpolation reconstructs currents from sparse altimetry observations,
our HIRES-CURRENTS-Net model additionally has access to high-resolution information
from SST images. Table 2 presents a comparison between HIRES-CURRENTS-Net trained
with and without SST as an input, demonstrating that high-resolution SST information is
required to provide a significant boost.

Table 2. Performance comparison of standard method AVISO/DUACS and our model trained using
SST as an extra input channel (HIRES-CUR) and without SST as an input (HIRES-CUR w/o SST)
based on the evaluation metrics described in Table 1. Evaluation is performed only on currents with
high (>0.25 m/s) magnitudes. The boost in correctly predicted angles when using HIRES-CUR with
respect to AVISO/DUACS comes from the high-resolution SST inputs, with visible signatures of
ocean surface currents. Best results are in bold font.

Model Correct Angles, % Correct Magnitudes, %

AVISO/DUACS 67.86 38.57

HIRES-CUR w/o SST 66.56 43.50

HIRES-CUR 71.73 45.73
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3.2. Cloud Robustness

One likely source of performance degradation in our model is the presence of clouds,
which obstructs the observation of SST. In order to increase the robustness of our model
when the SST data are inaccurate or missing, we train the model using artificial clouds.
Table 3 shows that incorporating artificial clouds during training offers a boost in perfor-
mance on drifters, increasing the percentage of correct angles from 72% to 73% and the
percentage of correct magnitudes from 44% to 46%.

Moreover, training the model using artificial clouds allows for us to apply the model
to L3 SST data, where pixels with clouds are missing, unlike L4 SST data which requires
an additional processing step to interpolate over cloudy pixels. Table 3 shows that when
trained using clouds and applied to L3 SST data, HIRES still performs well, with 72%
correctly predicted angles, in comparison to the same model applied to L4 SST data, which
achieves 73% correctly predicted angles. In both cases, our model achieves 48% correctly
predicted magnitudes. When HIRES is not trained using artificial clouds, the model
performs poorly. This is expected as the model does not see missing pixels during training.

Table 3. Performance comparison of our model trained on simulated satellite data with synthetic
clouds (HIRES-CUR-cloud) and without synthetic clouds (HIRES-CUR) on the input SST images.
The models are evaluated on the drifter test set with high (>0.25 m/s) magnitudes using both L3 and
L4 SST products as inputs. The evaluation metrics are described in Table 1. By incorporating artificial
clouds during training, we slightly boost the performance of HIRES on the L4 SST (from 71.73%
to 73.20%) and obtain a significant boost in performance for the L3 SST (from 61.23% to 72.47%),
demonstrating that we can apply the model to L3 SST data instead of L4 SST data with only a minor
loss in performance. Best results are in bold font.

Input Model Correct Angles, % Correct Magnitudes, %

L4 SST HIRES-CUR 71.73 45.73
HIRES-CUR-cloud 73.20 48.13

L3 SST HIRES-CUR 61.23 40.23
HIRES-CUR-cloud 72.47 48.17

The performance of our model is impacted by cloud cover. Table 4 decomposes the
evaluation metrics by percentage of cloud cover for the baseline model AVISO/DUACS,
for HIRES-CURRENTS-Net trained without artificial clouds (HIRES-CUR), and for HIRES-
CURRENTS-Net trained with artificial clouds (HIRES-CUR-cloud). The model is applied
to L4 SST inputs for fair comparison between HIRES-CUR and HIRES-CUR-cloud.

Our model outperforms AVISO/DUACS even when cloud cover is high. However,
as expected, the error of our model is correlated with the percentage of clouds present in
the SST image. The percentage of correct angles when HIRES-CURRENTS-Net is trained
without clouds is 65–66% when there are 80–100% of clouds in the SST image but is 79–80%
when there are 0–40% of clouds in the SST image. When there are 80–100% of clouds in
the SST image, the percentage of correct magnitudes is 35% when HIRES-CURRENTS-
Net is trained without clouds and 41% when HIRES-CURRENTS-Net is trained with
clouds. When there are less than 40% of clouds in the SST image, the percentage of correct
magnitudes is 54% when HIRES-CURRENTS-Net is trained without clouds and 52% when
HIRES-CURRENTS-Net is trained with clouds. The performance boost due to training
on artificial clouds is particularly significant in areas with very high to medium cloud
coverage, increasing the percentage of correctly predicted angles from 62% to 65% for areas
with very high cloud coverage, from 69% to 71% for high cloud coverage, and from 69% to
75% when there is medium cloud coverage.
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Table 4. Performance comparison of standard method AVISO/DUACS and our models trained with
synthetic clouds (HIRES-CUR-cloud) and without synthetic clouds (HIRES-CUR) on the SST images,
evaluated on the drifter test set with high (>0.25 m/s) magnitudes on each of the four categories of
the cloud cover. The evaluation metrics are described in Table 1. Errors in HIRES-CUR predictions are
correlated with cloud coverage, but training our model using synthetic clouds offers a performance
boost, particularly in areas with medium to very high cloud coverage. Best results are in bold font.

% Clouds Model Correct Ang., % Correct Mag., % # Drifter-Days

≥80%
(very high)

AVISO/DUACS 62.28 32.70
896HIRES-CUR 62.31 35.27

HIRES-CUR-cloud 65.18 41.18

60–80%
(high)

AVISO/DUACS 66.43 38.52
283HIRES-CUR 68.94 44.52

HIRES-CUR-cloud 71.02 48.76

40–60%
(medium)

AVISO/DUACS 67.66 40.26
303HIRES-CUR 69.33 46.86

HIRES-CUR-cloud 75.25 53.14

<40%
(low)

AVISO/DUACS 72.57 42.73
1163HIRES-CUR 80.49 53.83

HIRES-CUR-cloud 79.19 52.02

We note that the error of AVISO/DUACS is also correlated with the percentage of clouds
due to the seasonal stratification effect, where the upper layers of the ocean during winter are
well mixed and ocean dynamics are more difficult to observe by altimeter observations.

3.3. Training on Real Data

To decrease the domain gap between training on simulated data and applying our
model in real-time operational contexts, we apply a pseudo-labeling strategy to train our
model on high-quality labels on real data. To acquire these labels, we apply our model to
input data in areas with 0–40% cloud coverage and delayed-time altimetry data, which is
of better quality than data available in real time. Table 5 compares results on drifters for
the HIRES-CURRENTS-Net model applied to low-cloud areas using both real-time and
delayed-time altimetry inputs. When using delayed-time inputs in low-cloud areas, our
model predicts the correct angle of drifter motion for 81% of observations and the correct
magnitude for 56% of observations.

Table 5. Performance of the HIRES-CUR model on the drifter test set with high (>0.25 m/s) mag-
nitudes and low (<40%) cloud cover given the real-time and delayed-time altimetry as inputs.
The evaluation metrics are described in Table 1. When applied to delayed-time altimetric data, our
model predicts the correct angle for 81.33% of observations, and the correct magnitude for 56% of
observations with the low cloud cover. These high-quality labels can then be used to fine-tune or
train models using real data and inputs available in real time. Best results are in bold font.

% Clouds Model Input Correct Ang., % Correct Mag., %

<40%
(low) HIRES-CUR

Real-time 80.49 53.83

Delayed-time 81.33 56.00

The HIRES-CUR-ftune model is trained on OSSE data from CROCO and fine-tuned
using pseudo-labels from our most accurate predictions. Table 6 shows the results on
correct angle and magnitude predictions for the real data pipeline. By fine-tuning our
model on pseudo-labels, we obtain a small boost in performance when using L4 SST inputs.
When using L3 SST inputs, we obtain a small boost in the percentage of correctly predicted
angles, but also a slight decrease in the percentage of correctly predicted magnitudes.
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Table 6. Performance comparison of the standard method (AVISO/DUACS) and our models trained
with synthetic clouds (HIRES-CUR-cloud) and then fine-tuned using pseudo-labels (HIRES-CUR-
ftune) on the drifter test set with high (>0.25 m/s) magnitudes on both L3 and L4 SST data. The eval-
uation metrics are described in Table 1. By fine-tuning the model on real data with pseudo-labels, we
increase the number of correctly predicted angles from 72% to 73% for both L4 SST and L3 SST inputs.
However, the magnitude performance decreases after fine-tuning. Best results are in bold font.

Input Model Fine-Tuning Correct Ang., % Correct Mag., %

- AVISO/DUACS - 65.22 33.10

L4 SST HIRES-CUR-cloud None 72.23 43.07
HIRES-CUR-ftune Real 73.32 41.32

L3 SST HIRES-CUR-cloud None 72.29 44.04
HIRES-CUR-ftune Real 73.30 41.58

Furthermore, our pseudo-labels allow for us to train our model using data which
are not available in the geophysical simulation used for training, such as chlorophyll
concentration. Table 7 illustrates how we can train our model from scratch using either
SST data or chlorophyll concentration. Although the model trained from scratch on real
data using pseudo-labels does not perform as well as the model trained on simulated data
(HIRES-CUR-cloud) and the model fine-tuned on real data (HIRES-CUR-ftune), shown in
Table 6, performance is still strong and significantly better than that of AVISO/DUACS.

Table 7. Performance comparison of the standard method (AVISO/DUACS) and our model trained
from scratch employing pseudo-labels (HIRES-CUR-real) using L3 SST and L3 chlorophyll data as
an extra input channel on the drifter test set with high (>0.25 m/s) magnitudes. The evaluation
metrics are described in Table 1. Our pseudo-labeling strategy allows for us to train models from
scratch on real data and alternative inputs such as chlorophyll. The performance of the model trained
from scratch is slightly lower than the performance of the models pre-trained on simulated data (see
Table 6), but it is still strong. Best results are in bold font.

Input Model Pre-Train Correct Ang., % Correct Mag., %

- AVISO/DUACS - 65.22 33.10

L3 SST HIRES-CUR-real None 70.34 43.95

L3 CHL HIRES-CUR-real None 69.90 42.00

3.4. Qualitative Results

Our HIRES-CURRENTS-Net model is able to better localize fast-moving structures
or better capture small-scale structures which are visible in the SST signal but which
are missed by standard methods of altimetric interpolation of sparse altimetric tracks.
Figure 8 shows that interpolated altimetric data (AVISO/DUACS) can incorrectly localize
fast-moving or under-sampled structures, whilst our HIRES-CURRENTS-Net model de-
tects small structures from the high-resolution SST signature. Moreover, we notice that
HIRES-CURRENTS-Net tends to increase the magnitudes of fast-moving structures. This
potentially contributes to the higher accuracy of predicted magnitudes on drifters, as shown
in Table 1.

Figure 9 provides visualizations of velocity field predictions superimposed on SST in-
put images in areas surrounding drifter observations. These examples further illustrate fine-
scale structures captured by our model and omitted by AVISO/DUACS. In Figure 9b, a pair
of small eddies is not resolved by AVISO/DUACS but is captured by HIRES-CURRENTS-
Net, allowing for the model to accurately reconstruct the direction of currents around the
drifter observation. Figure 9c shows an example of SST input partially obscured by clouds.
Despite the missing data, our model predicts currents that align with the observed direction
of the drifter.
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(a) Date: 10 September 2022

(b) Date: 15 June 2022

Figure 8. Qualitative examples of the standard AVISO/DUACS method and our HIRES-CURRENTS-
Net model on the real satellite data of one 256 × 256 crop. Background: SST, arrows represent the
velocity field, and grey color represents land areas. This qualitative example shows that HIRES-
CURRENTS-Net is able to predict small-scale structures visible on the SST signature which are missed
due to interpolation of sparse altimetric tracks.

(a)
Figure 9. Cont.
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(b)

(c)
Figure 9. Qualitative examples of the standard AVISO/DUACS method and our HIRES-CURRENTS-
Net model on crops around drifter observations, superimposed on SST images. The black dots track
the drifter and the black arrow indicates the drifter direction at one moment of observation. Drifters
are shown for two consecutive days for better visualization. (a) Date of SST image: 7 April 2022.
Drifter ID: 6102707. Drifter date: 6 April 2022–7 April 2022. Average drifter magnitude: 0.48 m/s.
Located at (38.59, 40.89) ◦N, (0.31, 2.61) ◦E. (b) Date of SST image: 4 August 2022. Drifter ID: 6102674.
Drifter date: 3 August 2022–4 August /2022. Average drifter magnitude: 0.29 m/s. Located at (39.01,
41.31) ◦N, (5.98, 8.27) ◦E. (c) Date of SST image: 11 March 2022. Drifter ID: 6102796. Drifter date:
11 March 2022–12 March 2022. Average drifter magnitude: 0.39 m/s. Located at (36.20, 38.50) ◦N,
(4.62, 6.92) ◦E.

In Figure 10, we provide a visualization of the vorticity field predicted by AVISO/DUACS
and predicted by HIRES-CURRENTS-Net on CROCO-simulated data from the validation
set. These examples clearly illustrate the capacity of HIRES-CURRENTS-Net to learn
fine-scale structures present in the ground truth.

3.5. Further Ablations and Results

In this section, we present further ablation studies and results. We show results
with and without using SSH as an input (low resolution) and as an output variable (high
resolution). We also present results using a single decoder or multiple decoders in our U-Net
architecture. Finally, we show that the model from Table 1 also outperforms AVISO/DUACS
on the CROCO-simulated data.
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Figure 10. Qualitative examples of current magnitudes (upper row) and vorticity (lower row)
of the standard AVISO/DUACS method and our HIRES-CURRENTS-Net model on the CROCO
validation data.

Using SSH as input/output: Although our evaluation metrics only compare the
angle and magnitude of predicted currents with respect to drifter observations, we also
output high-resolution SSH predictions. Table 8 compares our results when using low-
resolution SSH as an input or as an output, showing that performance on predicting the
angle and magnitude of currents is better when including this additional variable both as a
low-resolution input and a high-resolution output.
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Table 8. Performance comparison of our model trained with SSH as an input (HIRES-CUR) and
without SSH as an input (HIRES-CUR w/o SSH) based on the evaluation metrics described in Table 1.
Evaluation is performed only on currents with high (>0.25 m/s) magnitudes. The performance of
our model on drifters improves when including additional variable SSH as an input (low resolution)
and as an output (high resolution). The results show that including SSH slightly improves angle
accuracy and significantly improves magnitude accuracy. Best results are in bold font.

Model Correct Angles, % Correct Magnitudes, %

HIRES-CUR w/o SSH 71.18 39.65

HIRES-CUR 71.73 45.73

Impact of single/multiple decoders: Table 9 shows the impact of having a single or
multiple decoders. Having three separate decoders rather than a single decoder helps the
model achieve greater accuracy when predicting the angle and magnitude of drifters.

Table 9. Performance comparison of the HIRES-CUR model with a single or multiple decoders based
on the evaluation metrics described in Table 1 applied to our drifter test set. Evaluation is performed
only on currents with high (>0.25 m/s) magnitudes. Our model with 3 decoders achieves better
results when predicting angles and magnitudes than our model with 1 decoder. Best results are in
bold font.

# Decoders Model Correct Angles, % Correct Magnitudes, %

1 HIRES-CUR 69.13 45.30

3 HIRES-CUR 71.73 45.73

Evaluation on CROCO: Table 10 shows the results of evaluating our model on the
CROCO validation set. The evaluation metrics here are the average absolute angle differ-
ence and the average absolute magnitude difference between our predictions of the ocean
currents and the ground truth from the simulation, filtered to ground truth magnitude
values of above 0.25 m/s. We find that our model outperforms the baseline optimal inter-
polation method and better predicts both the angle and the magnitude of ocean currents.

Table 10. Performance comparison of the standard method (AVISO/DUACS) and our model (HIRES-
CUR) on the validation set of the simulated satellite data obtained from the CROCO model. Here,
the metrics are the average pixel-wise angle error and the average pixel-wise magnitude error for
currents about 0.25 m/s when compared to the simulated ground truth values. Our HIRES model
outperforms the baseline optimal interpolation method and better predicts both current angles
and magnitudes. Best results are in bold font.

Model Average Angle Error, Degrees Average Magnitude Error, m/s

AVISO/DUACS 38.61 0.16

HIRES-CUR 26.87 0.12

4. Discussion

In this study, we developed a real-time operational model to predict daily now-casts
of ocean currents based on the fusion of multiple satellite observations: satellite altimetry
data alongside high-resolution infrared images of sea surface temperature or visible images
of surface chlorophyll. This fusion of different satellite observations having distinct spatial
resolution is possible due to recent advances in computer vision. Evaluation on in situ
measurements from drifters showed that the performance of our CNN model is superior to
other commonly used alternative methods. Using qualitative examples, we illustrated that
our model is capable of detecting sub-mesoscale structures which cannot be detected on
standard AVISO/DUACS products. Although new generations of wide-swath altimeters
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(SWOTs) can resolve sub-mesoscale dynamics [2], it will take many years to deploy a
constellation of SWOT satellites able to map the global ocean in real time. Hence, in the
near future, the spatial resolution of real-time observations of surface geostrophic currents
is still restricted by spatio-temporal interpolation of the nadir altimeters. In comparison,
the fusion of multiple satellite observations using computer vision provides a reliable
reconstruction of surface currents at high resolution to capture both mesoscale and sub-
mesoscale features.

A similar approach using the Observing System Simulation Experiment to train a deep
learning model was performed by Nardelli et al. [53] to describe the sea surface height at
high resolution. However, we can only retrieve the geostrophic currents from the SSH field,
while our approach targets the full surface velocity, including cyclostrophic components.
The other key difference is that our model is robust to partial cloud coverage and can be
applied both on L4 or L3 SST data, with little difference in performance. Furthermore, we
introduce a novel pseudo-labeling strategy, allowing for our model to be fine-tuned on real
data to reduce the domain gap between real and simulated data. We demonstrated that our
model can also be trained from scratch using alternative inputs such as chlorophyll.

Another noteworthy extension of our work is the proposition of a quantitative com-
parison with in situ data using specifics metrics focused on strong currents that have
a significant impact on horizontal advection or the speed over ground of large cargos.
Figure 11 represents the comparison between a reference drifter database and our HIRES-
CURRENTS-Net model and two standard methods, MERCATOR and AVISO/DUACS in
terms of angle error for different thresholds (see Figure 7). The plot shows that in terms
of surface current direction, our model substantially outperforms both algorithms for the
given angle thresholding strategies.

Figure 11. Left: Results on drifters for our HIRES-CURRENTS-Net model and two standard methods,
Mercator and AVISO/DUACS, on angle error at different thresholds (see Figure 7). Right: results on
drifters for HIRES-CURRENTS-Net on areas with <40% clouds.

Our HIRES-CURRENTS-Net model is fully operational for short-term optimal routing
of ships. With high-resolution predictions of ocean currents, it is possible to compute
optimal trajectories between two sea ports in order to save time and fuel by following
favorable currents. As illustrated in Figure 12, a roll-on/roll-off cargo ship traveling along
the Algerian coast in November 2023 benefited from this approach. Initially, its path was
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hindered by several coastal eddies, which can be accurately located using our method.
We use isochrone methods to compute waypoints to propose an optimal route, which
we propose one day in advance using available near real-time satellite data. With our
short-term optimization, the vessel altered its course slightly northward, circumventing the
eddies. This minor detour allowed for the ship to save over an hour on this journey and
cut fuel consumption. The impact of the surface currents can be computed by subtracting
measurements of Speed Through Water (STW) from onboard instruments from Speed Over
Ground (SOG) measured by the ship’s automatic identification system (AIS), as shown in
Figure 12b. Optimizing ship routes leads to reduced travel time and fuel savings. This
approach can significantly cut shipping costs and lower carbon emissions, contributing to
sustainability by minimizing the environmental impact of shipping activities.

Figure 12. According to the standard voyage plan, from Tangier to Tunis, the roll−on/roll−off cargo
ship would have faced several counter-currents induced by coastal eddies, as predicted in real time
by our model and as illustrated in panel (a). By applying an isochrone method to our predicted ocean
currents, we identified a route which better optimises fuel and time. Panel (b) shows our short-term
optimal routing which provides a handful of waypoints (black dots) that lead to an increase in the
mean Speed Over Ground (SOG) of 0.6 knots measured by the ship’s automatic identification system
(AIS). The impact of the surface currents can be computed by subtracting measurements of Speed
Through Water (STW) from onboard instruments. The green (red) dots indicate an increase (decrease)
in the SOG of more than 0.5 knots. Panel (c) shows the optimized route superimposed on the Sea
Surface Temperature measured by satellite on 27 November 2023.

For longer voyages, reliable forecasts of surface currents are required around one week
in advance. In further work, a time dimension could be included in our model to process a
time series of multiple satellite observations and output an accurate operational forecast of
ocean currents.
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5. Conclusions

HIRES-CURRENTS-Net is an operational solution for producing daily now-casts of
ocean currents in the Mediterranean Sea from satellite data inputs available in near real
time, in particular sea surface height, sea surface temperature, and cholorophyll. One
application of our method is the optimization of ship routes to save time and fuel costs,
as well as reduction in carbon emissions. Our model is capable of predicting small and
fast-moving structures missed by altimetric observations and achieves significantly better
performance than other commonly used operational methods for producing now-casts of
ocean currents. Our model is evaluated using in situ data from the Mediterranean Sea,
but further work is needed to fine-tune our model and evaluate performance in other
regions. Forecasting ocean currents is necessary for longer ship routes which may last one
or two weeks, and our model could be extended to predict multiple time steps in the future.
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